Abstract. This paper analyses existing research work to identify all possible factors involved in estimating cost of spam. Main motivation of this paper is to provide unbiased spam costs estimation. For that, we first study the email spam lifecycle and identify all possible stakeholders. We then categorise cost and study the impact on each stakeholder. This initial study will form the backbone of the real time spam cost calculating engine that we are developing for Australia.
Introduction
Spamming in email refers to sending unwanted, irrelevant, inappropriate and unsolicited email messages to a large number of recipients. Sending email is fast, convenient and cheap; making it as an important means of communication in business and personal. This is supported by the report from Radicati Group saying that there is a growth of email users from time to time [1] . Dependencies on email usage throughout the whole world provide a huge opportunity to the spammers for spamming.
Spamming activities starts from spammers (who create and send spam), but its impacts goes far beyond them, involving Internet Service Provider (ISP), company, and users (spam email recipients) since they represent the key stakeholders. It is undeniable that each stakeholders involved in this activity has to bear some costs associated with spam.
Throughout our study, there are a few papers discussing on the costs of email spam, but most of them focuses only on one stakeholder, which is the user. Not only that, most of the results are from commercial anti spam vendor. So, it is unclear on how unbiased these reports are. For instance, [2] estimated that company with an average number of employees of 12,000 has to bear the cost of $2.4 million but by deploying the anti spam solution, they would be able to save $1.2 million. Nucleus Research estimated that the loss of productivity for spam management in US is more than $71 billion annually [3] . It is also estimated in [4] that deploying Spamhaus in large corporation and mid-sized corporation could save $400,000 and $27,000 respectively.
Therefore, the main aims of this paper are to 1) identify spam stakeholders, 2) understand email spam lifecycle, 3) identify cost categories and parameters for each cost categories, and 4) derive the cost impacts based on the identified cost categories and related parameters towards each stakeholder.
This paper has been organized in the following way. Section 2.0 will enlist three main stakeholders in email spam lifecycle i.e. spammers, ISP and users. Section 3.0 will give a brief overview of the lifecycle of email spam. Details on which party involve in every stage, tools used by the spammers are also included in this section. Section 3.0 continues by introducing 5 cost categories and its related 17 parameters that can be used to estimate the cost of email spam. Section 4.0 begins by laying out the email spam costs in detail towards three different stakeholders: spammers, users and ISPs. The last section provides the discussion and conclusion.
Spam Stakeholders
In this section, we list all the key stakeholders in the email spam lifecycle. These include => Spammer => Internet Service Provider (ISP), and => User We now explain the details of each stakeholder in the following sections. We specifically outline where each stakeholder plays a key role.
Spammer
Spammer starts the lifecycle of email spam by creating spam messages and sends them to the users. Spammer uses various techniques and tries to bypass filters deployed by other stakeholders. Spamming gives a few benefits to the spammers such as to generate revenue, get higher search rank, promote products and services and others [5] , which motivates them to continue spamming even with the existence of spam laws such as the CAN-SPAM Act [6] .
Internet Service Provider (ISP)
Internet Service Provider (ISP) provides internet access both to users and spammers. They are involved in the lifecycle of email spam because without their service, spammers would not be able to send emails in bulk. On the other hand, emails users would not be able to read their legitimate email without ISP. Due to the spamming activities by spammers, ISP would have to prepare large bandwidth for their users, which indirectly increases ISP's operational costs.
User
The third stakeholder in the lifecycle of email spam is user. User is the actual recipient of an email spam. Spammer's goal is that the email should reach the end user and ensure that user is interested in opening, reading and responding to the email. Apart from the filtering system, the end user is the key to decide whether the spammer's campaign would be successful or not. This is because, in the end, if there is any spam email that gets to the inbox; the user can choose either to respond or ignore that email. The lifecycle ends when the user ignores the spam email but it continues if the user replies or takes action based on that email. Users depend on efficiency of the anti spam software to avoid getting spam emails. Most of the problems faced by the users are quite similar. They are afraid of losing legitimate emails filtered by anti spam filter but at the same time, they do not like to spend too much time checking spam emails. The user may even waste more time if s/he gets interested in a spam email spam because they will spend more time browsing unnecessary websites. 
Lifecycle of Email Spam

Get Email Addresses
The lifecycle of an email spam starts with the spammers gathering a list of email address. These email addresses can be gathered through several well known ways such as obtaining email list & newsletter subscriber list through hacking or buying it, using spam bots to crawl and collect email addresses from websites, randomly generating name combinations for certain domain and others. Several other ways of spammers getting email addresses are explained in [9] . In fact, in a recent case, spammers were successfully in getting a huge list of email addresses with its passwords, that significantly increased the rate of spam [10] since they are able to manipulate the account itself and use it in order to get other active email addresses.
One of the easiest ways for spammers to gather email addresses is to use automated tools e.g. Speed Email Extractor, Power Email Harvester, Email Grabber, Teleport Pro, Email Spider or Email Extractor from EmailSmartz and others [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Trial and limited version are downloadable for free. Some of this software such as Power Email Harvester [12] and Email Extractor [15] could even be used to send bulk mail.
There are plenty of ways for spammers to gather a list of email addresses. Nevertheless, it would be wasteful if the list that they have gathered contains fake email addresses. Spammers need to test the list of email addresses by sending an email to detect whether it's fake or not. If it is, spammer usually gets an auto reply message saying that the address is not valid. Still, this does not cost much for spammers to stop spamming. In order to maintain a genuine email database, there is no other way than to keep updating the database and getting a new list.
Preventing spammers to successfully gather email addresses, companies need to deploy security measures on network server to prevent spammers from hacking the server. In case where spammers use crawlers to obtain email addresses from websites, web administrator could use tools like Spam Preventer 1.0 [16] to avoid websites from being harvested by spam bots. Nowadays, users also have been educated not to simply put their email address on the websites and use address munging technique such as by replacing "[dot]" instead of "[.]".
Create Spam Messages
Stage 2 shows that spammers need to create messages before sending the email. It is possible to just send a simple message to thousands of users but the rate of success for such emails being read is low. Research is needed to provide users to read what they need [17] so that spammer could sends a specific email to their target group. We believe that spammers have their own database of words and phrases to create messages and this system would allow them to create messages and send huge amount of spam messages faster. This system is supposed to be robust against simple keyword filter.
Common users would have to follow certain tips to avoid from being mistakenly seen as spammers, such as given in [18] [19] [20] . Similarly, spammers could also follow these tips in order from being detected. Hence, spammers will try to imitate real user's behavior. Their target is to get users interested in reading the messages and make an active action either by ensuring that the user clicks on the link provided or reply to the email [17] . Nowadays, spammers are smart enough to avoid using common keywords since they are easily detectable. Example below shows that spammers are now trying to act as if the spammer knows the user personally. Spammers would try to avoid using sensitive blacklisted keyword and exploit the spelling of those words to bypass filters. Spammer also uses personal words such as "Hey" or "Hello" such as in Figure 2 as their message title to encourage users to open the email. This makes it difficult for anti spam filters to differentiate between spam and ham (i.e. legitimate) messages. Nevertheless, there is no other way for anti spam filters that uses content based method to keep updating their keyword databases.
Hence, using behavior analysis along with content based analysis might provide a better solution [21] .
Send Spam
Spammers then will send the created messages to thousands of recipients. There are several ways for spammers to do this. The most important thing for spammers is to ensure that their identity remain unknown when sending spam. Spammers might use various different free email services provided by Hotmail, Yahoo! or Google so that they cannot be detected by the recipient. The spammers might also use unsuspected third party mail servers and spam can be relayed through them indirectly hiding the spammer's identity. Spammer could also scan for open insecure proxy servers or botnets, which can be used to collect email addresses and then send an enormous amount of email simultaneously.
Spammers then create or use program or software that could be used to send spam to the list gathered earlier in a faster way. Some of the tools that can be used to send email in a huge volume or mail bombers are Bulk Mailer, Avalanche, Dark Mailer, PostCast Server [22] [23] [24] [25] . Meanwhile, in order to detect insecure proxy, spammers could use YAPH (Yet Another Proxy Hunter) [26] or Proxy Hunter [27] . An easier way for spammers to send email is to use email sending company such as Aweber Communications, Constant Contact and JangoMail [28] [29] [30] .
On the other side, if the spammers are using open proxy server, there might be other spammers that are spamming from similar proxy as well. This could make it obvious for others that this particular server is used to send spam hence shortening the life span of using that proxy from being banned. In this way, spammers then need to find a new open proxy. Spammers could also be sending spam email through email advertising companies, which are sending a numerous amount of email legally. The price that spammers have to pay for an email is also comparatively very low [31] . Nowadays, using botnets is one of the easiest and effective ways to send spam. Nevertheless, there are some botnets that have been detected such as Srizbi, Bobax and Rustock [32] . Still, spammers could just find other botnets that have not been detected and continue spamming.
In this case, the anti spam group just have to keep detecting active botnets that are sending huge amount of spam email and blacklist them. Companies should also keep updated list of banned hosts and flag suspicious IP address. To avoid company's server from being used by spammers, company needs to deploy anti relay functionalities on their servers. It is without a doubt that more active countermeasure needs to be taken in order to avoid spammers from keep spamming.
Filter Spam by the ISP
Once spammers send spam email, those spam messages will first be filtered by the ISPs. These anti spam filter tools usually implement Sender Reputation, Sender Authenticity, Content Analysis (though some of the service provide claimed that they are implementing a better solution than this method, but it is unclear of what method they are using), Network Analysis and others. The pricing of these tools' depends on the number of mailboxes that the ISP wishes to protect, numbers of messages to be handled daily and type of institution. Some of the tools cost depends on the number of domains, or number of servers.
Tools that can be deployed by the ISP are MailCleaner, SpamFilter ISP from Logsat Software and SpamTitan [33] [34] [35] . Several other choices for the ISP are the Anti Spam for ISP by Kaspersky and MXForce [36, 37] . As of November 2009, ovh.net, telefonica.es and tiscali.it are some of the top three spam service ISP reported by Spamhaus [38] . Some other services to detect and blacklist ISP used for spamming are RBL(Real Time Blacklist) such as provided by [39] and [40] .
ISP on the other hand is spending a huge amount of money for the anti spam filters [41, 42] . ISP also needs to control and manage this tool. At the same time, they do not want to lose their customers, which may also include spammers. It is also believed that there are ISPs that sell services to spammers in order to gain profit [38] . This is one of the reasons why spammers are unstoppable.
Filter Spam on Server Side
Company usually deploy anti spam filter on their server. Therefore, users would not see all the emails that were actually sent to them because most of these email messages have been filtered by the server. The cost of implementing anti spam filter on the server depends on several factors such as how many email can the tools cater at a time, methods and additional services provided by the anti spam filter, number of users, duration of license and others. These filters usually provide solution by using Bayesian filtering, keyword checking, email header analysis and DNS blacklist [17] .
Some of the commercial tools that could be implemented on the server side include EMP 7 Enterprise Anti Spam, SpamFighter Exchange Module, Spamfighter Mail Gateway and Web & Mail Security GFIMailEssentials Anti-spam Solution for Exchange/SMTP/Lotus [43] [44] [45] [46] . In addition, companies could also opt for open source tools such as SpamAssassin and Anti-Spam SMTP Proxy Server [47, 48] .
Main problem for applying filter on server side are the costs of renewing the license every year and managing the tools itself especially for a small company. Company usually does not favor to commit for a longer duration license because the service provided might not satisfy the company and there might be better services provided by other anti spam companies in the future.
Filter Spam on Client Side
As an additional precaution, users themselves can install desktop application to filter spam. Tools that can be used by the users are BullGuard Spamfilter, Cloudmark Desktop, ClearMyMail, MailFrontier Desktop, Spam Filter Express and others [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . These tools come with various features and different advantages and disadvantages. Some tools need to be updated frequently; some are licensed, which has to be paid every year and some need more time to train.
With this filter, it is much harder for the spam messages to get through to the users. But still, not everybody would want to spend money on additional filter. Some users are just satisfied with what is provided by the application. The logic comes when users use free email services, therefore, they would not want to spend more on additional filtering and just hope the free services that they chose provide the best anti spam technology. These are the groups that spammers usually choose to spam. Even for the users that implement this filter, spammers could just hope that they will still check the spam folder and response to the spam message.
As for users, the problem comes when receiving smart spam messages. Users without knowledge could easily fall for the trap especially with spammers imitating real friendly behavior. Still, the tool used to filter spam on client side usually comes with a high costs and need to be maintained personally by user.
Spam That Bypasses All Filters
Spam that is not caught by both filters then can be read by the users. If the users fall for the trap and reply that email, user's email address is confirmed to be active and will then go into spammers' email database. As a result, user then will receives more email spam. The only problem for spammers is that most of the spam messages sent by them are already filtered. Hence, they are targeting specific topic or product to specific person in order to get them to read the messages. As a countermeasure, knowledge of what spam is should be given to educate email users from being easily manipulated.
Cost Categories of Email Spam
We have identified 5 cost categories with 17 parameters to estimate the cost of email spam. This section will further provide description of each cost category with its associated parameters. Parameters in each cost category will be defined considering that we are collecting a huge collection reference of web spam and trying to estimate those cost based on the collection.
Storage Cost
Storage cost refers to the cost spent for server storage used to store any information such as list of email addresses, spam for spammers and blacklisted IP addresses for companies and ISPs. In the effort to avoid losing legitimate messages, it is easier to flag an email or spam content so that it could be checked by the user itself. Once the user checks it, the user either would read it and clear the messages as non-spam or delete it if it is a spam. This process requires additional storage and includes the cost of filtering because the efficiency of this method depends on the filter itself. Suppose the email or content itself contains big attachment files or large sized images, this will increase the storage requirement and its cost. Storage cost for email spam can then be defined as follow:
where a = monthly fee/ GB for storage, b = spam message received/day, c = message size, d = duration of storage. Monthly fee per GB for storage is actual server cost paid for each GB. Measurement of this cost will consider the current general cost of storage. Spam message received per day is defined as spam messages received by the user per day. Measurement of this unit will consider all spam emails received by all the users on a certain period.
Message size is then defined as size of spam email. Measurement of this unit will consider the actual size used to keep the spam email message in storage. Duration of storage is the parameter defined to calculate how long (days) a message is stored before it is checked and deleted. In order to measure this, there is a need of a close observation towards the spam email to measure when a spam email is checked and deleted since it was first received.
Bandwidth Cost
Bandwidth cost is the cost used for connectivity. In this case, all parties are going to bear the cost of i.e. spammers for spamming and users for checking emails. Bandwidth cost function for email spam can then be defined as follows:
where e = annual fee for connectivity, f = email percentage representing bandwidth, g = spam percentage of all email. Annual fee for connectivity is the actual cost users have to pay for Internet connection. Measurement of this cost will consider the current cost that users have to pay for the connectivity. On the other hand, email percentage representing bandwidth is considered as the proportion of bandwidth used just for email purposes. Measurement of this cost would need to consider previous research done by [3, 8] . Spam percentage of all email is defined as the proportion of spam messages from all received emails. Based on data collection, the proportion of spam email messages can be measured based on the storage that it uses.
Human Resource Cost
Human resource cost for spam filter is the cost used by the associated party for filtering spam. Considering that not everyone has knowledge of spam, companies usually hire a professional team to handle any issues arising from spam. This could include help-desk support or network team specially hired for fighting spam. Spam sometimes cause serious problem if they are embedding virus or worms with the attachment [7] . Ignoring the cost associated with virus and worms, the cost for human resource can be defined as follow:
where h = salary for human resource incharge to support spam. Salary for human resource incharge to support spam is the amount of salary paid for person to manage spam-related problem. Measurement of this cost depends on the current salary usually paid to the network administrator, support team members or help-desk officer, which requires further survey on current situation in order to determine its precise and accurate value.
On the other hand, spammers are also using their time to create smart spam, find a list of genuine email addresses and send spam etc. This cost is associated from stage 1 to stage 3. In this case, we define human resource cost for spammers as follow:
). (i f Chr  (4) where i = time used for spammers to spam.
Annual Productivity Cost
Three different substance to take into account when calculating productivity cost are the 1) process of inspection and deletion of spam that gets through to the inbox, 2) process of identifying legitimate email from spam folder and 3) helpdesk support [54] . In our case, annual productivity cost is measured for the time that is spent on each spam message and the cost of helpdesk support is already calculated in human resource cost. This cost may vary depending on user's knowledge. Even if a spam message is flagged, a user might actually reply the email. This is because a message might be spam to one, but it might not be for others. Nevertheless, this cost can be defined using several parameters as follow:
where j = time to clear out spam/each check, k = time to look for false positive in spam folder/each check, l = time to focus back on work after each check, ml = employee salary, n = how many times users check email/day o = how many working days p = number of employees in one organization Time to clear out spam/each check is considered as the amount of time needed to delete any spam email. Measurement for this cost depends on how fast a user can interact with system which also depends on how familiar users are with the application.
Time to look for false positive in spam folder/each check is defined as the amount of time needed to check and determine if there is any a legitimate content that was mistakenly flagged as spam. Measurement for this cost may vary depends on how knowledgeable users are about spam. It is also possible to measure this based on author's experience.
Time used to focus back on work after each check is the parameter used to define the amount of time needed to an employee to focus back to work after each check. This cost is usually measured by taking an average value of user opinion. Measurement for this cost has not been decided yet but it is also possible to measure this based on author's experience.
Employee salary is the parameter that would consider the salary of an employee which varies depends on position hence having a different effect on the total amount of this cost. Measurement for this parameter need further survey on current situation.
How many times users check email/day is considered as the frequency of a user checking the application. It is also possible to use a predetermined default value for this parameter.
For parameter how many working days, it is possible to just use a predetermined value that is 22 days permonth considering that there are 30 days in every month.
Number of employees in one organization is the parameter could be measured through the number of account holders for email application. These parameters would play an important role in calculating the cost of software because some software are licensed and buying them depends on the number of employees in an organization.
Software Cost
There are a lot of software tools available for both email spammers and users. Considering that each party deploys these tools for their email application, it is important to measure this cost based on current survey of the cheapest and most effective spam tools for spammers and anti spam solutions for users. This cost can be defined as follow:
where q= software costs. Table 1 shows that parameters used in cost calculation for each party i.e. spammer, company and ISP. Further explanation on each cost calculation for all the parties will be provided in the next section. Figure above shows the cost impact of email spam towards four parties: spammer, company, ISP and country. Based on our understanding, spammers relatively bear the lowest cost followed by company, ISP and country. However, in this section, we are only going to focus the cost impact of spam towards three stakeholders that we have defined in Section 2. For this section, we are going to address company as a stakeholder since company is considered as a group of users. Based on the generic parameters set in previous section, each cost associated for spammer, company and ISP are going to be identified.
Cost of Email Spam for Spammer
Based on the lifecycle that we have mentioned earlier, storage cost is associated with spammers in stage 1 and 2 and with users in between stage 4 and 5. Hence, parameter set for storage cost and bandwidth cost used by spammer are as follow:
 . e f Cb  (8) With free web crawler, spammers can use UbiCrawler, WebSphinx, Wget, Polybot and Teleport to gather a list of email addresses [14, 55, 56] . In this stage, spammer could use email grabber such as Speed Email Extractor, Power Email Harvester, Email Grabber, Teleport Pro, Email Spider or Email Extractor from EmailSmartz and others for free [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Usually, the latest version of the software which provides more functionality would cost the spammers in the range of AUD19($16.95) to AUD165($149.95). Nevertheless, storage cost in stage 1 for spammers is relatively low as they can just use normal capacity to store a list of billions email addresses. Thus, the only cost that spammers have to spend is their time as the software that they bought is a one-time cost. Time uses for spammers to spam is defined as in Equation 4 .
Some of the tools that can be used to send email in a huge volume or mail bombers are Bulk Mailer, Avalanche, Dark Mailer, Direct Mailer which costs spammer in the range of AUD45($40) to AUD550($499). YAPH(Yet Another Proxy Hunter) which is an open source or Proxy Hunter for AUD33 ($29.95 ) are tools that can be used to detect insecure proxy servers. Spammers that generate high revenue could also opt by sending email using companies such as Aweber Communications, Constant Contact and JangoMail [28] [29] [30] . These companies provide services which would cost spammers as low as AUD0.0044 per email recipient
Cost of Email Spam for Company
Regardless of how users or companies deal with spam, there are costs that they have to bear and these costs are far beyond than financial costs. For example, according to Nucleus Research, there are three ways used by a company to deal with email spam which are: confirmation process, quarantine strategy and delete strategy [3] . Each strategy possesses different risk thus causes different costs such as loss of productivity, loss of time and storage cost.
Storage cost is associated between stage 5 and 6 for company. Storage cost parameters for company can be defined similarly as in previous section. Using the quarantine strategy, all email marked as spam needs to be kept in storage until the users check and delete it. This process is implemented in order to avoid losing important business emails.
Bandwidth is a valuable resource for company. Now that spammers are getting smarter and more creative by embedding various attachment types, downloading all these unnecessary spam messages consumes large bandwidth as well. Bandwidth cost is associated during the transmission of email spam from spammer's side to user's side which is between stage 3 to 5 and this cost can be defined as in previous section.
Email provides a faster and smoother communication approach, but when used by spammers, it could turn its advantages towards being one of the reason contributing to a big cost for a company. Company need to spend their money on spam filtering tools, hire related personnel to deal with this problem and even provide training for their employees to improve their understanding of spam. Support cost for spam filter is associated with stage 5 and 6 in the case of lifecycle of email spam and can be defined as in Equation 3 .
Employees also need to spend time in checking spam folder to avoid losing legitimate messages. They then need to read and delete or mark as non spam for each email messages for future safety. This situation worsen if the employee decide to reply or get interested in the product or services by the spam messages which lead them to spend more time browsing unnecessary websites. They also usually take time before getting back to do their work. This affects the employees' productivity [57, 58] . This cost is associated with stage 5 and it is calculated as in Based on our observation, companies would have to bear the cost of buying one license for every single user and this cost usually gets cheaper if they buy more licenses. In this case, a small company would have to pay a higher price for anti spam tools. For example, the cost of using EMP 7 Enterprise Anti Spam is AUD28.60 ($25.99) for every user. This cost gets cheaper if the company buy the license for more users that is AUD10.60 ($9.60) for each email recipient for 500 to 999 users. For additional filtering, users themselves could equip their desktop with anti spam filter tools which could cost them below AUD55 (US$50).
Cost of Email Spam for ISP
ISPs need to spend additional costs for storage and bandwidth to provide services to their client who can be spammers or normal users. Spam which is transmitted at the same time with legitimate content causes increase usage of network bandwidth and storage capacity. This cost parameters are similarly defined as in Equation 1 and Equation 2. ISP could also deploy anti spam tools such as MailCleaner, SpamFilter ISP from Logsat Software which cost AUD660 ($600) per server. Another tool called SpamTitan with single appliance license for 50 users covered for 1 year could be bought at a price of AUD435 ($395).
Discussion and Conclusion
Symantec reported that the average of spam volume is 87% of all email messages [59] . Another firm, Ferris Research in their recent report estimated the cost of email spam for the whole worldwide is $130 billion [8] . It shows that spam impacts are not limited to an individual but to a certain degree it could affects a country. Several figures have been produced by Japanese researchers showing that a huge amount of money was spent or wasted due to spam mail. It is reported that 960 billion yen was calculated for GDP loss from several big industries in Japan [57] .It is a great loss suffered just to pay for time spent in handling email spam and the labour needed in order to process spam mails. This labour loss is associated with time spent for email spam such as what we have defined in Equation 4 . It is proved by [57, 58, 60] that email spam harm the economy of a country which without proper effort could further reduces the economic growth globally. This paper first identifies the lifecycle of email spam and the cost of spam associated with each lifecycle stages. Considering that we are going to measure the amount of spam accurately based on a huge reference of spam collection, there is a need to formulate all associated costs accordingly which was done in Section 5 where cost categories have been defined with 16 related parameters.
Regardless of facing all these costs, it is important to take note that there are several key issues in calculating the cost of spam. A considerable amount of report has been published on the cost of email spam. Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that surveys or report done are unbiased as most of the report will finally try to show that the cost of spam can be reduced by using their product, hence it is also possible that in earlier stage, they would try to maximize the cost of spam.
